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Planck Speed: the Missing Speed of Physics?
Absolute Still Without Breaking Lorentz Symmetry!

Espen A. Haug

Abstract
Today, the speed of light is one of the cornerstones of modern physics. It is the maximum speed limit for transferring

information, and plays a very central role in relativity theory. It also seems to be the same as the assumed and measured speed of
gravity (gravitons and/or gravitational waves). We are not questioning the speed of light, as we indeed think it is the maximum
speed limit and that it is identical to the speed of gravity, but we also think photons lead us to a second speed limit, which we will
term the Planck speed. Photon-photon collisions are part of modern physics, but what is not discussed is the speed of two photons
during the very moment of a photon-photon collision. How can photons move during a collision? Or, assume a photon is reflected
by a mirror; to do so it must collide with the building blocks of the mirror, yet how can it be moving during the very collision
point? Also, modern physics assumes mass can be created in a photon-photon collision. We suggest this mass is the Planck mass
particle and that it only lasts one Planck time, so when two photons collide, we will claim they must stand still for the direct
observer. That is, we suggest that the speed of the Planck mass particle is always zero, but that this zero-velocity can only last
for one Planck time. That it only lasts one Planck time means it will not break with the relativity principle or Lorenz symmetry,
or at least what we can call weak Lorentz symmetry. We will show that the missing Plank mass particle is the very collision
point between two photons, and that this is fully in line with predictions in other researchers’ findings in relation to the possible
photon mass. This new view seems to solve the missing mass-gap, and seems able to unify gravity with quantum mechanics. This
again seems to unify photons with mass, because one of the long-outstanding questions in physics is whether photons have mass
or not. In addition, we show how to find, in a very simple way directly from gravitational observations, lp

tp
= cg = c, which is

the upper speed limit (the speed of light and gravity) independent of any knowledge of G or h̄ or c.

Index Terms
Planck scale, Planck mass particle, photon-photon collision, Compton wavelength, Planck length, Planck speed, speed of

gravity.

I. SHORT INTRODUCTION TO PLANCK UNITS AND HOW THEY ARE ASSUMED TO BE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM LIMITS

Assuming there were three very important universal constants, namely the speed of light, the Newton gravitational constant,
and the Planck constant, and then combining these with dimensional analysis, Max Planck [1] in 1899 derived a unique length
lp =

q
Gh̄
c3 , a time tp =

q
Gh̄
c5 , a mass mp =

q
h̄c
G , and a temperature (energy) Tp =

q
h̄c5

Gk2
B

.
Eddington [2] was likely the first to suggest the Planck length could be linked to quantum gravity. Today many, if not

most, physicists, in particular those working with quantum gravity theory, assume the shortest possible observable length is
the Planck length; see, for example [3], [4], [5], [6]. Still, there are other physicists who have questioned even the existence
of Planck length since it is assumed it can only be derived from dimensional analysis; see Unzizker [7]. However, recently,
it has been shown how the Planck length can be extracted from gravity observations independent on any knowledge of G or
h̄; see Haug [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. We [13], [14], [15] have recently also formulated a quantum gravity theory in which all
observable gravity phenomena are only dependent on the two constants, namely lp and c. We mention this as it supports the
idea that the Planck length is something very special and indeed likely linked to an absolute minimum length and minimum
time. This strongly supports the importance of the Planck scale, and the contention that Planck units should play a central role
in a unified quantum gravity theory.

Gorelik and Ozernoi [16] suggest that the maximum possible temperature is the Planck temperature. Caianiello [17], in
1981, was perhaps the first to suggest there is likely a maximum acceleration. In 1984, Scarpetta [18] was the first to introduce
what he called the Planck acceleration, which he suggested is this maximum acceleration (see also [19], [20]). That the Planck
acceleration is the maximum acceleration is a view also held by, for example, Landsberg and Falle [21]. For an overview
of more Planck units, see [22]. An important point here is that most, if not all, the Planck units seem to be linked to either
minimum limits or maximum limits. The Planck length is likely the minimum length, the Planck time is the minimum time,
the Planck mass is likely the maximum possible mass for an elementary particle, the Planck acceleration is the maximum
acceleration, the Planck temperature is the maximum temperature, and the Planck energy is the maximum energy etc. The
maximum speed of anything carrying information is known to be the speed of light. Could there also be a minimum speed
linked to the Planck units? We think so and it is, in our view, directly linked to the Planck mass particle and all the Planck
units.
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II. THE PLANCK SPEED

The speed of light1 is constant and the same from any reference frame. More precisely, the round-trip speed of light has
been confirmed to be constant and isotropic as observed from any reference frame. On the other hand, to measure the one-way
speed of light is maybe impossible. This is because to measure the one-way speed of light would generally require the use
of two synchronized clocks placed a distance apart, and to synchronize them one would generally need to know the one-way
speed of light, as first pointed out by Poincare [23]. Poincare therefore suggested that for synchronization purposes one could
assume the one-way speed of light is the same as the round-trip speed of light. Einstein went one step further and abandoned
the ether since, to detect the ether, one generally has to be able to measure the one-way speed of light. No matter the view
on the one-way speed of light, it will (at least in general) be isotropic and constant as measured with Einstein’s synchronized
clocks. When it comes to rotating frames, it is much more complex; see, for example [24], [25], [26], [27], but rotating frames
are outside the scope of this paper.

The speed of light also gives the maximum velocity of any signal that can carry information. Also, gravity has been confirmed
to be traveling at the speed of light or at least very close to the speed of light; for example, Abbott et. al. [28] has been able
to determine the difference between the speed of gravity and the speed of light as being maximum only between �3⇥ 10�15

and +7⇥ 10�16 times the speed of light; see also [29], [30], [31], [32], [10].
We fully agree that the speed of light is c and also that the speed of gravity is cg = c. However, we are asking: What is the

speed of a photon in the moment it is reflected, or hits something like a mirror? What is the speed of a photon in the very
moment it collides with another photon, in a so-called photon-photon collision? What is well known is that photon-photon
collisions can create mass[33].

The speed of photons during a photon collision, or during the moment of reflection in a “perfect mirror” is, to our knowledge,
not much discussed in standard physics. One could try to use quantum mechanics, but we have reason to think standard quantum
mechanics break down at the point where the Planck scale enters the equation. Recent research that we have published in
relation to a unified quantum gravity theory indicates that the speed of photons in a collision is, strangely enough, always zero.
We have also demonstrated how two colliding photons have a mass equal to the Planck mass; they are, so to speak, creating
the Planck mass. This mass only lasts the Planck time. First of all, it is important to be aware that any mass in kilograms can
be expressed as:

m =
h̄

�̄

1

c
(1)

where �̄ is the reduced Compton wavelength. This way of expressing the mass, even if trivial was possibly first described
by Haug [34] in 2018. This is actually nothing more than the reduced Compton [35] wavelength formula, �̄ = h̄

mc solved with
respect to m. For a relativistic mass we must have:

mr = m� =
h̄

�̄

1

c
� =

h̄

�̄
q

1� v2

c2

1

c
(2)

Bear in mind that it was Lorentz [36] in 1899 who first suggested the relativistic mass of the form m�. Einstein [37] at
the end of his 1905 paper suggested two relativistic masses, namely m�2 and m�3, which are both incorrect according to
what is today considered relativistic mass; see, for example [38], [39]. With the invention of Minkowski’s [40] geometry for
space-time and the four vector approach, Einstein abandoned relativistic mass altogether; see [41]. General relativity theory
therefore totally ignores relativistic mass; something that has recently been pointed out could be a weakness in the theory;
see [42], [43]. Einstein relied on relativistic momentum instead. The relativistic momentum that was first described by Max
Planck [44] in 1906 was later also used by Einstein. Several researchers claimed the relativistic momentum is consistent with
relativistic mass, something which agrees with our line of thought. That is, the relativistic mass is changing when the mass is
moving or, more precisely, there is a length contraction in the reduced Compton wavelength of the mass. On the other hand,
Einstein, as well as researchers like Hecht [41] and Adler [45], claimed the mass is always the rest-mass. Let’s look at the
relativistic momentum formula:

p = mv� =
mvq
1� v2

c2

(3)

According to the view that have abandoned relativistic mass this would mean m is not affected by the motion even as
observed from the other frame, here m is always the rest-mass. For a given rest-mass m, this mass is then a constant. It must
then be v that is relativistic and of the form:

v� =
vq

1� v2

c2

(4)

This relativistic velocity would then be above c when v is above cp
2

, which is an impossibility. All the relativistic momentum
must come from changes in the mass; that is, from relativistic mass. Hecht [41] and others have an explanation to give if this

1At least as measured by Einstein’s synchronized clocks
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is not the case? Is the relativistic momentum caused by some additional energy traveling with the mass? If so, where is this in
the relativistic momentum formula? It is not there. Ignoring relativistic mass is likely one of the biggest blunders in modern
physics, if not the biggest. To bring back relativistic mass in physics and also in gravity theory means we get a perfect match to
supernova data without the invention of hypothetical dark energy. This has been demonstrated by Haug [46]. Further, one gets
a much better fit with the Planck scale; see [42] and [43] as well as the Hubble scale. Absurd hypotheses, such as wormholes,
also become mathematically impossible; see [47]. So perhaps we should indeed not reject relativistic mass due to prejudice,
and at least investigate the idea of relativistic mass more carefully before we make conclusions. Returning to the relativistic
mass if, in addition, the shortest possible length is the Planck length, then we must conclude that also the relativistic length
of the contracted Compton wavelength can never get shorter than the Planck length. That is, we must have:

�̄

r
1� v2

c2
� lp (5)

where ¯̄� is the reduced Compton wavelength of the particle in question. Solved with respect to v this gives:

v  c

s

1�
l2p
�̄2

(6)

This means the maximum velocity for any elementary particle with rest-mass must be:

vmax = c

s

1�
l2p
�̄2

(7)

This is the same maximum velocity for anything with rest-mass that we have presented in a series of published papers [48],
[49], [8], [13]. We also presented a more generalized version of this maximum velocity formula on October 15, 2015 at the
Royal Institution in London, based on my 2014 book [50]. However, back then, we did not know how to find the Planck
length independent of G, something we were able to do later on; see [8], [9], [10], [11]. Also, pay attention to the fact that
special relativity theory is not consistent with any type of minimum length. Any length, if observed from someone moving
close enough to the speed of light, will be contracted to a length shorter than the Planck length (or any suggested minimum
length); see [51] for a more in-depth discussion on this point. Also, how can the Planck length be the shortest length in a rest
frame, as it will then be even shorter in another reference frame due to length contraction? Special relativity clearly seems
inconsistent with a minimum length; however, there is a simple way around this.

The Planck mass, which in our view is related to the Planck mass particle that again is linked to the collisions between two
photons, has, even for a rest-mass, a reduced Compton wavelength equal to the Planck length, so it has a maximum velocity
equal to what we will coin the Planck speed, and it is given by:

vp = c

s

1�
l2p
�̄2

= c

s

1�
l2p
l2p

= 0 (8)

The Planck speed can also be written as:

vp = c

r
1�

Gm2
p

h̄c
= 0 (9)

In a photon-photon collision, we have demonstrated that this is likely the Planck mass particle. So, this means the Planck
mass always stands still during its lifetime, which is only the Planck time. But how can this be? Doesn’t this break with the
relativity principle, because if someone travels relative to something that one frame claims to stand still, then this object or
frame will clearly move relative to a frame traveling relative to this reference frame, when observed from that other reference
frame.

Surprisingly enough, the Planck mass particle being always at rest during its lifetime is not in conflict with the relativity
principle or Lorentz symmetry (as we first thought [13]). If the Planck mass particle consists of two indivisible particles
(building blocks of light) colliding, and each has a diameter equal to the Planck length, then the radius of the Planck mass
particle is the Planck length (as we have suggested in several papers). Assume the Planck mass particle is simply a collision
between the ultimate building blocks of light. Assume further that the ultimate building blocks of light are such indivisible
particles with diameters equal to the Planck length. These indivisible particles, when not colliding, are moving at the speed of
light (and are then light). However, when colliding, they are standing still relative to the indivisible particles they are colliding
with. It is when standing still that they are a Planck mass particle. This collision lasts only the Planck time. This means the
Planck mass particle can only be observed directly from itself. Thus, because nothing can travel away from the Planck mass
particle in less than the Planck time, it cannot be observed from outside itself (based on the assumption that the Planck time
is the shortest possible time and the Planck length the shortest possible length), except indirectly through some effects this
collision has created. The effect of the duration of the collision is gravity, as clearly described in a series of recent papers [13],
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[14], [15]. The Planck speed is therefore essential to unify gravity and quantum mechanics. Standard quantum mechanics, we
will claim, breaks down at the Planck scale and therefore can say nothing about gravity or the Planck speed. However, our
recent unified quantum gravity theory can fully describe this.

III. MASS IS COLLIDING PHOTONS?
We assume all masses consist of indivisible particles moving at the speed of light back and forth over the reduced Compton

wavelength of the particle in question [13]. When the indivisible particles move at the speed of light, then they are the building
blocks of photons. Only when colliding with each other and standing still for the duration of the Planck time are they what
we consider mass. The indivisible particles themselves are massless; it is the very collision with each other that is the origin
of what we call mass. This mass is the Planck mass, but it only has a duration of the Planck time. For example, the kilogram
mass of the electron will then be:

me =
c

�̄e
mptp =

h̄

�̄e

1

c
⇡ 9.1⇥ 10�31 kg (10)

This is the well-known kilogram mass of the electron. That is, in this model, the indivisible particles making up the mass
each move back and forth over the reduced Compton wavelength of the electron at the speed of light; so as to collide at every
reduced Compton time

¯̄�
c . The very collision itself, however, lasts only the Planck time.

Thus, there is a Planck mass event, c
�̄e

⇡ 7.76 ⇥ 1020 times per second. Interestingly, this reduced Compton frequency is
also very close to the tremble motion (zitterbewegung) frequency suggested to play a role for electrons by Schörodinger [52]
in 1903, which corresponds to twice of the reduced Compton frequency of the electron. The Planck mass events are simply a
collision between the building blocks of two photons, the indivisible particles. Inside a proton, such collisions happen at the
reduced Compton frequency of the proton. The interest in the Compton wavelength of the proton goes back to at least 1958
(see [53]), and has recently garnered increased interest [54]. A Planck mass event at the Compton frequency of the proton
again gives the experimental well-known mass of the proton. However, in the kilogram mass of the electron or proton or any
other mass, all the information about the Planck scale disappears. That is, the collision time equal to the Planck time cannot be
extracted from the kilogram mass. There is no Planck length or Planck time left to be extracted in the standard kilogram mass
definition. As we have shown in earlier papers, the kilogram mass only indirectly contains information about the Compton
frequency in matter, and this is all that is needed when one also describes energy as just a frequency. However, then one does
not have information about the duration of the Planck mass event, which is the Planck time. Further, it is the duration of this
collision, that is the Planck time, that is essential for gravity (and gravitational energy). A more complete mass definition is
therefore likely collision-time as we have described in a series of papers on a new quantum gravity theory [13], [15]. We have
also shown that the Planck mass particle (the collision of two indivisibles), when observed over a second, only corresponds to a
kilogram mass off 1.17⇥10�51 kg which is very small, and has energy equal to h̄f = h̄⇥1 per second. This is, interestingly,
very close to the also-hypothetical photon mass suggested by a series of other researchers; see, for example [55], [56]. To
detect the Planck scale, one should look for a very low energy, not a large energy, at the time scales our measurements are
operating in. The gravitational force is considered a very weak force and we have recently given a quantum gravity model
in which gravity is directly linked to these Planck mass events. Therefore, we need a macroscopic portion of mass to really
detect gravity, which is a detection of the Planck scale. Interestingly, the mass of a photon-photon collision (two indivisible)
particles is also the well-known Planck mass ⇡ 2.17 ⇥ 10�8 kg when observed in just the Planck time. That is, the Planck
mass particle (the collision of two photons) is observational time-dependent. This is hard to grasp if one is new to our theory,
so one may need to refer to our previous papers for an in-depth discussion about this.

IV. THERE IS ALSO A MAXIMUM SPEED GIVEN BY THE PLANCK UNITS, AND IT IS THE SPEED OF GRAVITY

It is well known that the speed of light is also given by simply dividing the Planck length by the Planck time; c = lp
tp

(see
for example [57], [58]). This is no surprise, as it is well known that tp = lp

c can easily be found from the formulas given by

Max Planck since we have lp =
q

Gh̄
c3 and tp =

q
Gh̄
c5 , so this result is mathematically simple. Still, the most trivial results

could be of great importance for understanding the quantum world. Since we know that, in general, nothing can move faster
than the speed of light2 this can be seen as the upper speed limit indicated by Planck units. The Planck units therefore give
us both a lower (absolute zero) and upper speed limit c. However there is a “big if” here, for as long as the Planck length lp
and the Planck time tp can only be found from the three universal constants G, c, and h̄, then this means simply inputting c
to find c from lp/tp, we just get out exactly what we were putting into the model in the first place. The physics community is,
for this and other reasons, therefore still divided on whether the Planck units really play an important role in physics or not.
In particular, people working with quantum gravity theory seem to think the Planck units are of great importance, but have
not been able to prove so, despite much effort to come up with ideas and experiments to detect the Planck scale (even just
indirectly). The status until recently was quite nicely summarized by Eschini [59] in 2007:

2As measured by Einstein’s synchronized clocks.
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“the significance of Planck’s natural units in a future physical theory of spacetime is only a plausible, yet by no
means certain, assumption.”

In recent years [9], [11], [10], [12], we will claim there has been a breakthrough in understanding the Planck units as it
has been demonstrated that the Planck length and Planck time can clearly be found independent of any knowledge of G and
h̄. Still, in these papers, even if one does not need to know G and h̄, it seems that one needs to know c directly or indirectly
to find the Planck length and the Planck time. In this paper, we will demonstrate that to find lp

tp
, it remarkably looks like we

can find this from gravitational observations with no knowledge of G, c and h̄; can, in fact, find it actually independent of
knowledge of any physical constants altogether. After this has been done, we can also find lp and tp independently (separately)
without knowledge of also c in addition to without knowledge of G and h̄. This because we first are extracting the speed of
gravity directly from gravity observations with no knowledge of any physical constants as soon demonstrated.

The Planck length can be found from the following formula given by Haug [10], see appendix for derivation:

lp =

q
�̄MRLRh(T 2

h � T 2
L)p

2(RhT 2
h �RLT 2

L)
(11)

where Th and TL are two clocks that first have been synchronized when standing side by side, then one of them is slowly
moved up in a tower (slow clock synchronization transportation3). We are considering standard gravitational time dilation
in this formula. In practice, one would in addition likely have to adjust for velocity time dilation, as the rotation speed is
different at different altitudes, but that effect is over a short time period likely insignificant. To adjust for also velocity time
dilation is simple, but not shown here. Further �̄M is the reduced Compton wavelength of the gravitational object, that is Earth
if performed on Earth. This reduced Compton wavelength of any gravitational object we have demonstrated can be found
independently on any knowledge of G and h̄, see [9].

Further, the Planck time is given by (as first shown in this paper):

tp =
Rh(T 2

h � T 2
L)

2(RhT 2
h �RLT 2

L)

s
�̄M

gL
(12)

where gL is the measured gravitational acceleration at RL. This formula we arrived at by simply understanding we must always
have: c =

q
g�̄R2

l2p
, so tp = lp/

q
g�̄R2

l2p
, to find the Planck time formula above (Eq. 12) we simply need to replace lp with our

Planck length formula above into this formula.
Next, if we divide the Planck length by the Planck time we get:

lp
tp

=

p
2gLRL(RhT 2

h �RLT 2
L)p

Rh(T 2
h � T 2

L)
= cg = c (13)

where cg is the speed of gravity. We have tested the formula for a wide set of input and, as expected, it gives very close
values to the known value of cg = c. Pay attention to how the reduced Compton wavelength of the gravity object, �̄M , in the
formulas for lp and tp, cancel each out when dividing lp with tp. This is important, as to find the reduced Compton wavelength
we likely indirectly are dependent on knowing c, so if the Compton wavelength was needed in the formula, one could think
that the speed of light that we get out from the formula came from there, but that is clearly not the case as the Compton
wavelength of the gravitational object cancels out for lp/tp. Further, we do not need to know the Planck constant to find the
reduced Compton wavelength as explained in [9], [10], but anyway this is not so important here as it cancels out in the division
of lp/tp.

We end up with a formula (Eq. 13) that only contains easily and directly observables. It depends on no knowledge of the
value of any physical constant. There is no input of G, h̄ or c, and still we get out cg ⇡ 299792458 m/s, which here represents
lp
tp

since we get it directly from gravity observation. It is remarkable that this gives us the speed of gravity, which is identical
to the speed of light in a vacuum. This is in strong contrast to the still-common view in the physics’ community that the
Planck units can only be found through dimensional analysis and that the Planck scale cannot be detected. This is, in our view,
an indirect detection of the Planck scale, for even Newtonian gravity is actually a ”concealed” quantum gravity theory in our
view; see [13]. This is fully in line with our new quantum gravity theory that shows that all observable gravity phenomena
can be predicted from only two constants, c (or cg) and lp, in addition to variables; in other words, all gravity can be also be
described from lp and tp since tp is simply lp divided by c , see [14], [15].

The formulas above can be simplified somehow by instead using approximations that work very accurately in weak
gravitational fields, such as on the Earth (but that not is accurate in strong gravitational fields). The Planck length is then given
by: (see also [10])

lp ⇡
p
�̄MRLRh(Th � TL)p

RhTh �RLTL
(14)

3This gives, for practical purposes, the same synchronization as Einstein’s synchronization with light, see for example [60], [50].
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and the Planck time as first presented here is then given by

tp ⇡ Rh(Th � TL)

RhTh �RLTL

s
�̄M

gL
(15)

where gL is the measured gravitational acceleration at RL. Further lp/tp, must then be equal to

lp
tp

⇡ .

p
gLRL(RhTh �RLTL)p

Rh(Th � TL)
⇡ cg = c (16)

We have demonstrated that the upper speed limit lp
tp

= cg can be easily extracted directly from gravity with no knowledge
off G, c or h̄. One could argue we need to know c to do velocity time dilation corrections to our clocks, but still what we are
extracting in the end is from gravitational observations, so the speed we get out must be directly linked to the speed of gravity
and not just the speed of light. In our view, this is a much simpler way to detect the speed of gravity that also demonstrates
that gravity actually is directly linked to lp and tp. The Planck time is actually how long a duration an indivisible particle
moves at the speed of light during the time two colliding indivisibles are at absolute rest. In other words, lp

tp
contains both

how fast the indivisible particle moves when not colliding and how long the collision is at rest (speed zero), namely the Planck
time. In other words, we do not need to rely on complex measures of gravitational waves [30] etc. to measure the speed of
gravity.

Alternatively, to using two clocks, we can simply measure the gravitational redshift from a laser beam sent from a tower.
In the weak gravitational field, the Planck length can now be found very accurately by the following formula: (see [10])

lp ⇡

s
zRLRh�̄M

Rh �RL
(17)

where z is the gravitational redshift measured from a laser beam sent from Rh to RL (Rh > RL); for example, from a laser
beam sent from a tower down towards the surface of the Earth. Rh will then be the distance from the top of the tower to the
centre of the Earth and RL the distance from the bottom of the tower to the centre of the Earth. Further, �̄M is as before
the reduced Compton wavelength of the gravitational object (the Earth). Further, the Planck time is given very accurately in a
weak gravitational field by (as first presented here):

tp ⇡ zRh

Rh �RL

s
�̄M

gL
(18)

Dividing the Planck length by the Planck time we get:

lp
tp

⇡

s
gLRL(RL �Rh)

zRh
⇡ cg = c (19)

Again, pay attention to the fact that the reduced Compton wavelength of the gravitational mass that we needed to find using
lp and tp cancels out when we divide the Planck length by the Planck time. This is remarkable as we have clearly demonstrated
the upper speed limit is also easily given by the ratio of the Planck length to the Planck time. This can be experimentally
observed without any knowledge off G, h̄, or c. This again demonstrates our new view that gravity is the Planck scale. Even
Newton gravity is Planck scale gravity at a deeper level, so the speed of gravity in the Newton gravitational theory is also at
the deepest level the speed of light, and not infinite as thought by modern physics; see [10] for an in-depth discussion of this.

V. CONCLUSION

The Planck speed is the important missing speed in physics, and plays a very important role in understanding the link
between the quantum world and the atomic as well as the macroscopic worlds. The Planck speed is always zero. This is fully
possible without contradicting the relativity principle because the Planck mass particle has a radius equal to the Planck length
and only lasts the Planck time before dissolving into photons. The Planck mass particle is two colliding photons. So, this
collision can only be observed directly from its own reference frame, and therefore it always stands still relative to the direct
observer. However, we can indirectly observe it as gravity from other frames. The missing Planck speed, and understanding
how it is related to mass, is part of the reason why we not have been able to unify gravity with quantum mechanics in a
simple and robust way until recently [13], [14]. We have also looked at the upper speed limit cg from a gravity perspective
and demonstrated that lp

tp
can easily be extracted from easily-observable gravity phenomena without any knowledge of G, h̄,

and c. Actually, we can say the most important speed (the Planck speed) is binary, it is zero and c, zero when colliding and
cg = c when the indivisible particles not are colliding.
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APPENDIX

To come up with the formula for the Planck length from time dilation we start out with standard gravitational time dilation

Th = TL

q
1� v2

e,h

c2q
1� v2

e,L

c2

= TL

q
1� 2GM

Rhc2q
1� 2GM

RLc2

(20)

This can actually also be calculated from Newton gravity as the escape velocity is the same there as in general relativity theory.
Further we have that we can solve the Planck length formula, lp =

q
Gh̄
c3 , with respect to G, this gives

G =
l2pc

3

h̄
(21)

That is we will claim the Newton gravitational constant is a composite constant of this form, see [48]. Next we have that the
standard escape velocity is given by

ve =

r
2GM

R
=

s
2
l2pc

3

h̄
h̄

�̄M

1
c

R
= clp

r
2

R�̄M
(22)

This can be found from both Newton gravity and general relativity theory [61], [62], as the escape velocity is the same in the
two models.

Replacing this into the time dilation formula we get

Th = TL

q
1� 2l2p

�̄MRhq
1� 2l2p

�̄MRL

(23)

Next solving this with respect to lp we get

lp =

q
�̄MRLRh(T 2

h � T 2
L)p

2(RhT 2
h �RLT 2

L)
(24)

A formula was first presented in [10]. Similar the other formulas can be derived. The break through in derivations of the
Planck length independent of knowledge of G, c and h̄ comes from understanding that G is a composite constant of the form
given, and that all masses in kilogram can be represented simply by solving the reduced Compton wavelength formula �̄ = h̄

mc
with respect to m. Further that the Planck constant also cancels out when one then multiply the composite form of G with
the mass described as M = h̄

�̄M

1
c , where we use the notation �̄M for the reduced Compton wavelength, simply to show that

it is the large mass M in the Newton formula (or GR) we are working with here.
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